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“Your Serene Highness…..

The passage of time has revealed to everyone the truths 
that I previously set forth….”

Galileo Galilei
Letter to Christine de Lorraine, Grand Duchess of 

Tuscany, 1615

Studies on angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) 2 
receptor have accumulated over the last 20 years since 
its discovery and stimulated the understanding of the 
renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS) role in 
physiology and disease [1–3]. While the RAAS system has 
always attracted the attention of basic, applied, and clini-
cal researchers, ACE2 made only basic researchers fall in 
love with it. In contrast, clinicians remained substantially 
skeptic or unaware in front of ACE2 and its possible role in 
human disease until the arrival of Rhinolophus hipposideros 
(commonly known as “horseshoe bats”) and the spillover 
of its viruses to humans [4, 5]. Indeed, Rhinolophus affinis 
is generally believed to represent the natural reservoir host 
for the progenitor of the severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) [6]. Thus, until COVID-19 
pandemic, relatively few researchers were well aware of the 
role of ACE2 as a fundamental regulator of the RAAS and 
a protective agent in heart failure, systemic and pulmonary 
hypertension, coronary heart disease, and diabetes mellitus 
[7].

Clinical and experimental studies support a protective 
cardiometabolic role for ACE2, and its activation has been 
suggested by a few studies as a potential therapeutic target 
in cardiovascular disease, including systemic arterial hyper-
tension, although this has yet to be proven clinically [8, 9].

In contrast to the above, floods of studies investigated 
the role of ACE2 as the functional receptor of SARS-
CoV-2 [1–4]. Despite sharing a very close evolutionary 

relationship with SARS-CoV [10], i.e. the coronavirus that 
is responsible for SARS, the receptor-binding domain of 
SARS-CoV-2 differs in several key amino acid residues. 
Unfortunately, this diversity demonstrated to be detrimen-
tal, allowing for stronger binding affinity with the human 
ACE2 receptor and thereby probably favoring the large dif-
fusion of SARS-CoV-2. In addition, it is also likely that 
the loss of ACE2 function that occurs after the binding by 
SARS-CoV-2 is followed by further damage, depriving cells 
of the protective effect of the enzyme [1–4, 10]. Concordant 
with this, ACE2 and the angiotensin II type 2 receptor pro-
tected mice from severe acute lung injury induced by acid 
aspiration or sepsis [11]. Interestingly, other RAAS compo-
nents, including ACE, angiotensin II, and the angiotensin 
II type 1 receptor exerted the opposite effect and favored 
lung oedema in the same experiment. Thus, ACE-deficient 
mice manifested with modest lung injury, while recombi-
nant ACE2 protected mice from severe acute lung injury 
[11]. More recently, clinical-grade human recombinant 
soluble ACE2 (hrsACE2) was able to reduce SARS-CoV-2 
growth in Vero E6 cells by a factor of 1000–5000 [12], 
indicating that further investigation on hrsACE2 is needed 
in the hypothesis that hrsACE2—or monoclonal antibodies 
against ACE2—might represent an effective therapy against 
COVID-19 [12].

Despite the consistent bulk of data, during the early 
pandemic phase ACE2 was mainly considered as the 
virus gateway to entry into the host cells and the enemy 
to fight. Consequently, since the selective blockade of 
either synthesis or activity of angiotensin II by ACE-
inhibitors and/or angiotensin II type 1 receptors block-
ers modestly increased cardiac ACE2 gene expression 
and cardiac ACE2 activity [13], various scientific papers, 
social networks and the lay press pointed an accusing fin-
ger at ACE-inhibitors and angiotensin II type 1 recep-
tors blockers. The Italian Society of Hypertension [5], as 
well as the European Society of Hypertension and other 
National/International societies promptly engaged in 
a campaign to demonstrate that the controversy did not 
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rely on solid foundations and invited patients to continue 
therapies based on RAAS inhibitors. Since then, several 
studies, including an ad hoc study by the Italian Society 
of Hypertension [14], clearly demonstrated that age and 
multimorbidity, but not antihypertensive drugs acting on 
the RAAS, predicted either intensive care unit access or 
death. Therefore, the time is arrived to make some consid-
erations on the effective role of ACE2 in human diseases 
and COVID-19.

In the current issue of this Journal [15], an exhaustive 
review has the merit to focus on ACE2 and its Janus-faced 
behavior during the pandemic. As authors correctly pointed 
out, no data support the hypothesis that the use of RAAS 
inhibitors increases susceptibility to COVID-19 infection, 
its severity and/or the related mortality. The authors con-
clude that the available clinical data do not justify the dis-
continuation of therapies based on RAAS inhibitors due to 
the pandemic.

This conclusion relies on a review of the evidence, which 
should be the sound approach to the study of any human 
disease. We know from history the damage that derives 
from bending to dogmas. When Galileo Galilei turned his 
brilliant eyes to the stars and found Copernicus was right, 
he was a well-funded and celebrated teacher at the Univer-
sity of Pisa and Padua, but he was forced to abjure in favor 
of the geocentric model. We do not think that web surfers, 
many of whom influence the public opinion, are in bad faith 
when expanding upon scientific matters. Simply, they do not 
follow the seventh Wittgenstein’s proposition (Wovon man 
nicht sprechen kann, darüber muß man schweigen: whereof 
one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent).

The interesting, exhaustive review by Shukla and Baner-
jee confirms that we must not support scientocracy but sci-
ence, whose role in defining the correct approach to any 
disease cannot represent the only driver in clinical decisions 
but cannot be denied in favor of hasty conclusions and/or 
media hype.

The bias against RAAS inhibitors made us run the risk of 
interrupting life-saving therapies based on ACE-inhibitors 
and angiotensin II type 1 receptors blockers. We do believe 
that only a critical, scientific approach can dismantle prej-
udice and pave the way to unbiased information. Cardio-
vascular diseases still represent a global burden and even 
increased their lethality during the pandemic [16]. A better 
knowledge of the RAAS role in human disease is one of the 
main ways to improve cardiovascular prevention during the 
COVID-19 era.
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